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Chapter 791 - The Falling Out of Two Ancient Powers! I 

The surrounding space quaked and trembled as a horrendous pressure descended, a rumbling voice that 

shattered even the eardrums of weaker Nebula Rank beings resounding out. 

"You did what?!" 

BOOOM! 

The voice was explosive as it was followed by an action, the formation of a hand that was filled with the 

stellar light of the Dao of Withering reaching out towards Noah! 

"Ah...!" 

"This!" 

Pandemonium and mayhem ensued as all those weaker than at the Peak Tier GALAXY flew away at the 

pressure, the Holy Descendants around Noah and Anna being the quickest to run at the sight of the 

hand as the only figures that remained still in the face of this horrendous hand formed from the essence 

of a fully comprehended Dao were Noah and his summons along with Anna. 

Even in the face of a terrifying Entity moving, Anna didn’t twitch as she stayed by Noah’s side! 

Meanwhile, the body of the blue slime wiggled as the Queen Dowager had a cold look while looking at 

this palm, not making any moves as their master actually told them not to do a thing! 

Noah merely looked at the coming hand that threatened to grasp all of them with his hands clasped 

behind his back, his gaze that of an ancient hero that wouldn’t be shaken by anything. 

In the face of this strike, only a single being moved! 

"Brother Primal, let us not be too hasty." 

THRUUUM! 

In front of Noah, a dragon’s claw had appeared out of nowhere as the figure of the Holy Emperor 

descended grandly atop a 6 headed dragon! 

BZZT 

The claw of the 6 headed dragon glimmered with an intense light of destruction as it clashed with the 

enormous phantom hand of the Primal Emperor, the essence of Destruction gradually wiping away the 

essence of Withering as the illusory hand faded. 

ROAAAR! 

The bellow of the 6 heads of this fearsome dragon reverberated out as the horrendous pressure the 

Primal Emperor released was offset greatly. Its magnificent draconic heads locking on to the Primal 

Emperor fearlessly! 



This was the PRISMATIC Animus of the ruler of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, the singular Animus that 

had given the Holy Emperor the strength to spearhead this Ancient Power! 

It was due to this terrifying 6 headed dragon that had fully comprehended the Grand Dao of 

Destruction! 

[Stellar Spiridoro](PRISMATIC) :: An Animus Summon at the Peak Tier GALAXY Realm. This creature 

stems from the lineage of the Ancient Kaijus of the Animus Universe, its body being one of the 

toughest things when it reaches its ultimate form. It has fully comprehended the Grand Dao of 

Destruction as it is now in the process of assimilation... 

The deterrent that caused the Holy Emperor to be renowned as his Ancient Power was even eyed by 

others at a distance- it was a creature bounded to him who utilized a Lesser Dao, and yet the Animus 

itself had become a strong Entity through a Grand Dao! 

RUMBLE! 

The body of the Primal Emperor came to a stop as he coldly stared at Spiridoro, and the somber looking 

Holy Emperor that stood atop it. 

"Are you sure about this, Brother Windsor?!" 

His booming voice ruptured out as next to him, the figure of the other Aileron Entity materialized from 

particles of light. 

The situation became extremely tense as many lesser beings scrambled away! 

Meanwhile, Anastasia made her way over to Noah and Anna who were now looking at the broad back of 

the Holy Emperor and his Stellar Spiridoro. 

A second later, Old Man Khan appeared beside the Holy Emperor as Holy Prince Rudolf was in tow, his 

gaze darkened as he stared towards Noah! 

"We don’t know what truly happened, this genius Holy Descendant could be under the influence of 

something..." 

The Holy Emperor continued calmly as all the Aileron Royals gathered behind the Primal Emperor, his 

gaze becoming increasingly cold as he saw the being who just said he murdered his grandson and 19 

other Aileron geniuses being protected so closely. 

At this point of the confrontation, the voice of the being that had caused such a state resounded out 

again calmly, acting like gas to fan the flames ever higher as they were just as explosive! 

"That Prince Kirigan and his goons had appeared in front of me and Anna, threatening to teach me a 

lesson while apparently enjoying Anna before even their official engagement. I naturally had to defend 

myself and the honor of the Holy Princess, so I made some quick work of the Prince and the other 

Aileron Royals as many of them interestingly died while pleading for their lives. I never knew the Aileron 

Royals had such flimsy backbones..." 

"Shut up!" 



RUMBLE! 

It was the Holy Emperor shouting out this command over Noah, this Entity knowing full well what this 

genius was doing as he left no path of retreat for either of the two sides, bent on telling things how they 

were and not even worried about covering the truth of what occurred! 

The face of the Primal Emperor became even more deadly at this scene as rage billowed in his eyes, 

locking with the figure of Noah that floated calmly behind the Stellar Spiridoro as he etched this being’s 

image into his brain. 

He then turned towards the Holy Emperor as he asked once more. 

"I want the life of the culprit responsible for the death of 19 geniuses and my own grandson, Windsor! 

Will you grant this to me or not?!" 

OOOOM! 

Words filled with conviction that said it could only be this way and no other resounded out, the gaze of 

the Holy Emperor cloudy as he looked at the calm Noah. 

The Holy Emperor was truly angry at this juncture as this being just had to ruin such a perfect set of 

events! They had just reclaimed their Great Sage’s Legacy, with this same genius being the one who 

obtained it all and became the True Successor. 

Along with the alliance they were forming with the Primal Winged Expanse, it would have truly been the 

greatest set of events primed to allow the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter to rise stably while having well 

defended borders in the hundreds of years! 

Yet...yet! 

He now had to make the choice between this singular genius and the alliance of an Ancient Power! 

Chapter 792 - The Falling Out of Two Ancient Powers! II 

The frustration felt by the Holy Emperor was immeasurable as he looked towards Noah, knowing this 

being was too much of a genius and too valuable. But there was also the alliance that would affect the 

lives of trillions to consider... 

As if Noah could see the thoughts of the Holy Emperor, he sent a telepathic message that dripped with 

dominance and calm. 

"I told you before that a single me would be a more powerful support than even an Ancient Power. Just 

days after stepping into your Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, I’ve unearthed the Great Sage’s Legacy and 

brought to fruition multiple Peak GALAXY Summons that are just waiting to be contracted, with many of 

them nearly mastering their respective Daos as each would soon become an Entity in their own right. I 

did this in just days, can you imagine what I will do in weeks?" 

THRUM! 

Noah’s words were like strikes of lightning in the mind of the Holy Emperor as they continued. 

"The choice is yours to make!" 



"..." 

A contemplative look appeared on the Holy Emperor’s face as his gaze locked with the Primal Emperor. 

The Primal Emperor saw the gaze of Windsor as he shockingly knew what choice was made! 

"You’re sure about this, Windsor?!" 

"To fully destroy our alliance and become enemies? To add another Ancient Power to your list of 

enemies?! Because of a mere genius?!" 

RUMBLE! 

The regal and majestic air of a ruler erupted from the Holy Emperor atop his Peak Tier GALAXY Summon, 

his eyes seemingly aged and wise as if he had seen countless things! With such a magisterial stature, he 

let his choice be known! 

"Alexander was merely protecting himself and Anna, I cannot let him be punished for doing such a thing. 

The people of my Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter shall always be protected!" 

OOOOM! 

Resounding words that sealed the fate of two Ancient Powers. 

Words that made the expression of the Primal Emperor livid as he nodded vigorously! 

He let his wrath be known as he waved his hand, the entire delegation of the Primal Winged Expanse 

sending deadly looks all around them as they pulled back. 

The Holy Emperor and Old Man Khan remained still as their senses observed the luminous multi winged 

delegation of beings leave the Holy Land and ultimately the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter without making 

any moves, their eyes only turning towards the beings they protected behind them at this time. 

The gaze of the Holy Emperor was furious as he understood the significance of what had just occurred, 

his pressure bearing down towards Noah as in the next second, he saw the fearless face of Anna get in 

front of him! Anastasia followed thereafter as the mother and daughter pair actually stood between the 

Holy Emperor and Noah. 

The anger of the Holy Emperor only increased at this scene as his voice reverberated out. 

"Unfilial children and dumb geniuses, truly a combination! I’ll deal with the lot of you later!" 

Essence erupted out as the Holy Emperor set off with his Stellar Spiridoro, knowing that his closest ally 

had now turned enemy as he had to give out many commands to tighten their borders and be ready for 

the outbreak of a war! 

--- 

A tumultuous period was coming for many beings through a variety of means, the looming Cataclysm 

being the biggest thing in the minds of Ancient Powers. 

Thus they raced to find anything that dealt with the Tools of Ruination, as well as the Legacy of 

forgotten Sages as they sought to achieve this realm of strength! 



At the same time, the Entities that had bound themselves to the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter were 

alerted as the auras of powerhouses permeated around different regions! 

Far off in the vast chaotic void, there was also the Primal Winged Expanse, a grand cl.u.s.ter of Galaxies 

under the rule of the Aileron Race. 

This cl.u.s.ter of galaxies was particularly unique as if a being who could glance at all of them in their 

entirety existed, they would be able to notice all the galaxies forming into a triangular shape, the Primal 

Winged Holy Land being the Galaxy that sat at the very top of this triangular cl.u.s.ter of Galaxies! 

At this moment, the delegation of Aileron Royals that the Primal Emperor led returned home as the 

wrath being released from the Primal Emperor was extremely chilling. 

His generals stood on stand by as the Entities connected to the Primal Winged Expanse were already 

alerted. 

"Making friends is hard, but becoming enemies can be done in a heart beat!" 

OOOM 

The resonant voice of the Primal Emperor resounded as he spoke out to the Entities that gathered the 

fastest. 

Each of them had 5 pairs of wings on their bodies as they shone with the beautiful light of a fully 

comprehended Dao that made them an Entity, and one of them didn’t even have wings as he was 

actually a human! 

"We tried making friends with the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, and spent thousands of years on this task 

to be allies. Yet in just a single day, all of this was broken down." 

"We were to be allies because of mutual interests, because of the Legacy of the Great Sage that Windsor 

promised to share, because of the Tool of Ruination he had on him!" 

Shocking secrets that others didn’t know were released freely as the Entities looked amongst each 

other. 

"Since we cannot be allies and enjoy Legacies and research Tools of Ruination together...then we shall 

be enemies as we take them for ourselves and put them to use so that we can survive the coming 

Cataclysm!" 

RUMBLE! 

With a somber tone and eyes blazing with the light of malevolence and fervor, the Primal Emperor 

uttered words that would be the cause of something huge. 

"As of right now...we are at war!" 

OOOOH! 

"War!" 

RUMBLE! 



Bellows after bellows erupted out from the Primal Winged Expanse as at this moment, a declaration of 

war was called out from the ruler of an Ancient Power! 

The consequences of this war...would be horrendous as they would be the cause for the rise of a 

ridiculously domineering Entity... 

Chapter 793 - Preparations for a Grand Future 

In the next few days, many movements were occurring into the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter as many 

pieces were moved around. 

During this entire time, Noah was enjoying the loot he had collected as he went through everything, 

with a slight change to his normal routine as a headache was following him around! 

"How can you so easily carry around a Galaxy like that? This Queen has come across many unique 

powers, but yours don’t make any sense." 

The pompous voice of the Queen Dowager who refused to be returned to Noah’s origin continued to 

ring out, a red robe draping over her as it at least covered the much too blessed figures she freely 

showed before. 

"I’ve just got a decent amount of mana, that’s all." 

Noah waved his hands annoyingly towards her as he lounged on a luxurious chair while popping 

Immemorial Dragon Fruits into his mouth. He had the Page of Ruination he had obtained from Prince 

Kirigan in his hand as this page contained a great amount of information on the history of the Tools of 

Ruination, information that Noah had already pried from the Ruination Core he currently held himself 

through using Eyes of Truth! 

At this moment, he was just comparing the information to make sure it matched as he enjoyed the 

wondrous fruits from his Infinite Galaxy while waiting to be called by the furious Holy Emperor. 

At the same time, the past few days had been hectic for him as he had to manage an unrelenting Tiamat 

and the exuberant blue slime that loved freedom too much. 

The blue slime wanted to explore anything and everything as it tugged on his head, Noah having to let 

Anna carry the slime with her around the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter while he prepared himself for what 

was to come. 

He found the curious sight of the slime not staying atop Anna’s head, but being more than comfortable 

as he was carried in her hands while being blanketed by her bountiful c.h.e.s.t. 

"Hmph, choosing to treat this Queen like this. Do you know how many Sages and Great Sages used to 

grovel at my feet? How many cl.u.s.ters of galaxies I could move at my beck and call?" 

The voice of Tiamat continued to resound in his ears though as he sighed while replying calmly. 

"Things in the past stay in the past. Come to me when you can have Great Sages grovel at your feet 

now." 

"..." 



Tiamat was speechless at this nonchalant creature as her eyes squinted while mentioning something 

else. 

"Oh, this war?" 

Noah adopted a wide smile as he put away the Page of Ruination. 

"This war is a stepping off point. There will be a great deal of powerful loot making their way towards us 

as all that will matter...is whether we can take it in our hands." 

His gaze was that of someone with a righteous dream as he talked of the powerful experts from the 

Primal Winged Expanse as nothing but loot! 

"Hmph, how does lounging off for the past days here help you with that?" 

Tiamat was relentless as her curvaceous figure came to stand above the seated Noah, her gaze filled 

with disdain at this being who promised he would somehow enter the Realm of Great Sage in less than 

10 years! 

The moment her words finished though, spatial fluctuations erupted out as a figure resembling Noah 

appeared. 

"Who said I’ve just been slacking off?" 

With a light smile, Noah grandly caused the Infinite Galaxy he had on him the past few days to float 

towards the Clone that had just appeared, this clone having found another suitable Galaxy to continue 

the goal of fusion! 

He shot back against the pompous Tiamat as he thought of everything occurring behind the scenes 

these past few days. 

The biggest thing was the Secret Realm that held Wild Animus and the Great Sage Aoin Tower that held 

contractable Animus Summons of all types along with powerful weapons names Half Dao treasures and 

materials to help with the advancement and bloodline refinement of pets. 

Just a few hours after everybody had been ejected from the Secret Realm and the alliance between two 

Ancient Powers broke down, Noah’s main body had returned into the Secret Realm to examine and 

utilize everything within it! 

Aside from the treasures of the Tower, this also included the Wild Animus that was a great source of 

strength for those who could defeat them and absorb their cores. 

Only the ranks of QUASAR to Middle Tier GALAXY existed as Wild Animus in the secret realm, so they 

didn’t have too many big uses to Noah himself. But they would be shining treasures to his subordinates! 

So in the past days, the Harbingers of Sin and all the powerful beings from the Infinite Galaxy that had 

reached the QUASAR Realm were teleported into the Primal Holy Land for the purpose of farming loot 

from the powerful Wild Animus. 



The Imperial Adjudicator descended down as he wanted to finally achieve the level of GALAXY and 

better protect those he loved, while all the others simply sought greater strength to be able to defend 

their homes and be close to the person they looked up to! 

RAA! RAA! 

The wild bellow of an Emperor Penguin riding a Mythical Frostbourne Mammoth could be seen 

traversing the Primal Holy Land as not too far away in another region, an Undead Legion filled with 

Abyssal Undead that were filled with the Holy Light of a Holy Millennium Phoenix ravaged any Wild 

Animus they came across. 

Aside from them, there was the valiant Athena, Kazuhiko, Elena, Prince Cassius, Steel Mikhail, Kraken, 

Imperial Phoenix...and many, many other beings that deserved a multitude of chapters in their own 

right! 

All of them moved with fervor as they took down the limited Wild Animus within the Primal Holy Land in 

order to increase their strength. Their ultimate aim was the Great Sage Aoin Tower Noah had told them 

about, a Legacy that held Animus of all Rarity just waiting for them. 

OOOOH! 

Frightening bellows could be heard as the farming continued unhindered in this secret realm! 

Chapter 794 - The Least You Could Do! 

When it came to Noah himself, his power had already experienced an exponential boost greater than 

anyone else as he had to now absorb it and see how he could best utilize it. 

He had achieved Middle Tier GALAXY is just days after entering the GALAXY Realm, and he already had 

two Peak Tier pets that were nearly in the realm of Entities the moment that they fully comprehended 

their respective Daos! 

Each of the pets had their own frightening identities as Noah was thinking about the Blue Slime more 

than anything else. 

Its <<Universal Devouring>> ability made it so that this summon could be the most terrifying tool in 

Noah’s hands if he used it correctly! 

This was because due to this skill, the Blue Slime could be raised to a horrendously powerful level very 

quickly. To be able to assimilate the entire strength of a being including their skills and Dao 

comprehensions meant if Noah could somehow defeat an Entity and then have the Blue Slime devour 

such a being...the Blue Slime would gain the power of an Entity right away and become one itself. 

If it somehow swallowed a Sage...the same thing would happen! 

Such was the terrifying existence that held an entire Universe hostage for 1000 years, and the even 

more terrifying thing Noah didn’t want to think about was how the beings from the Primordial Cosmos 

had taken care of such a creature in the past. 

It made him look forward into the future if he was able to survive the Apocalypse of the Dark Universe 

and step into the Primordial Cosmos...what an adventure that would be! 



But at the moment, he was still just a rising minor character that had not even become an Entity yet. 

In the past days, he worked hard as he raised the Realms of all of his summons to Middle Tier GALAXY 

Grand completion, many of them vibrating with bower as their bloodlines would awaken the moment 

they entered into the Peak Tier! 

The Void Serpent would fully be the genuine Jörmungandr as the Three-Legged Fate Crow would 

graduate to become the resplendent Golden Crow, the Oculothorax and Calamity Bear stepping into 

their own terrifying bloodlines as the Obsidian Panther and Colossal Helios Leviathan became even more 

monstrous. 

His line up was truly grand as at this moment, it included 6 Middle Tier GALAXY Animus Summons at 

Grand Completion and 2 at the Peak Tier! 

Among them, the majority were of the PRISMATIC rarity as only 3 were Ultra Rare! It was such a 

ridiculous line up that it nearly made Noah salivate when imagining all of them and peak tiers and 

having fully comprehended their respective laws and become Entities. 

To accomplish this, one of the biggest cards in Noah’s hands was the Affix of [Slain enemies have a 10% 

chance to drop Dao Crystals based on the Dao they cultivate] that he could select from the Ruination 

Core. 

This affix had already given him Dao of Withering Crystals that would grant 30% comprehension to 

anyone that absorbed them. 

In the coming war that was filled with experts comprehending the Dao, if he took down just three times 

as many beings as he did in the Primal Holy Land...it meant he could choose to create an Entity! 

Well, that is if the one absorbing them was at Peak Tier GALAXY... 

But this tool would be the greatest one he would have in any future conflicts, his shining eyes seeing the 

creation of multiple Entities in this direction. 

The only problem he would have to tackle after that was the issue of assimilation that stopped many 

beings from ever touching the stage of a Sage or Great Sage. 

As he was lost in his thoughts this entire time, he finally received word from the Holy Emperor as he 

made his way into the same grand castle that had a gorgeous garden where he first talked with this 

Ruler. 

Tiamat was in tow as if it was the most natural thing, her curvaceous figure shining in the light when 

they entered the fairly simple abode of the Holy Emperor. 

When Noah’s eyes landed on this man again, he seemed extremely aged as the straight back he always 

had seemed to be curved as if he was bearing a heavy weight! His eyes were cold and heavy as he gazed 

upon Noah and the nonchalant Tiamat as his somber voice rang out. 

"Others cannot enter the Primal Holy Land no matter what they do for the past days. What have you 

done to our Great Sages Legacy?" 

He didn’t angrily berate Noah or explode out, simply asking in a somber tone as Noah replied calmly! 



"A sliver of the Great Sage Aoin’s soul still remains in the Primal Holy Land as he can control everything 

about it. Since I’ve been chosen as the True Successor, I had the Great Sage lock down the secret realm 

for the time being as we have entered into a tumultuous period of time." 

"..." 

The Holy Emperor looked at him for an entire minute with cold eyes before he spoke once more. 

"I’ve heard of the treasures, weapons, and Animus Summons within. I want those things from our Great 

Sages Legacy." 

Noah’s eyes shone at these words, having expected the Holy Emperor to want a bite out of the 

wondrous meat that was the legacy! And rightfully so as this was the Legacy of the Expansive Dragon 

Cl.u.s.ter to begin with... 

He put on a thoughtful expression as the seconds passed, hearing the voice of the Holy Emperor again 

soon enough- this time the voice carried a hint of anger! 

"Your actions have single handedly started a war with an allied power, where now billions will perish 

from this war if we win, and trillions of lives will be in jeopardy if we lose! Why hesitate when it comes 

to giving the Legacy of this land you’ve jeopardized back to it, even if only a small fraction of it? It is the 

least you could do!" 

RUMBLE! 

With this in mind, spatial fluctuations erupted a second later as a single being materialized, this figure 

being Noah’s main body that had come from the Primal Holy Land! 

As he appeared near the body of Alexander, the Holy Emperor didn’t make a move as he merely 

watched, his eyes constricting as in the next second, he saw the face and body of Alexander mold to 

match the newly appearing Noah- two beings with the same look appearing in front of him. 

As of this moment, Noah threw away the identity of Alexander as he fully returned to a single name! He 

nonchalantly spoke as the newly appearing Noah waved his hands towards the Holy Emperor and 

caused the appearance of numerous Luminous Star Pendants coming to be! 

"In here are 2000 Half Dao Weapons, 2000 Treasured Materials, 1000 Animus Summons ranging from 

Low to Middle Tier GALAXY with rarities of Rare and Ultra Rare...and a single PRISMATIC Summon at the 

Peak Tier GALAXY." 

RUMBLE! 

The gaze of the Holy Emperor shook as he took the spatial pendants containing immense treasures in his 

hand, Noah being magnanimous enough as he gave back just some of the treasures that normally 

belonged to the beings of this Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter back to them! 

He had already accounted for the Summons that he and his Subordinates would take in the future as for 

now, he at least shared the treasured loot to increase the strength of this Ancient Power that he had 

embroiled in a war. 



The gaze of the Holy Emperor finally became light as he seemed to have significant weight lifted off his 

shoulders, looking at Noah with shining eyes as he seemed to have somewhat redeemed himself. 

"You said you alone would be better than an Ancient Power, so you will prove it as you will be at the 

forefront of the defensive lines being created! I’ll give you the specifics later, with you most likely joining 

Old Man Khan to defend a side of a Galaxy Cl.u.s.ter." 

The Holy Emperor spoke words that were simply beautiful in Noah’s eyes, this being his plan all along as 

he merely smiled. He had to be in the front lines if he wanted to get his hands on Middle and Peak Tier 

GALAXY Cores after all! 

As the Holy Emperor looked at Noah’s nonchalant expression on both of his bodies, he couldn’t help but 

ask while he put the spatial pendants away. 

"Though I would still like to know as we go forward...who are you, really?" 

It was a question that boggled the Holy Emperor and many of his experts, especially now that he saw 

the face of Alexander completely change into this new being! None of them could figure out the true 

origins of this fearsome genius that had done just too many things. 

At this question, Noah merely smiled as he replied calmly! 

"Noah Osmont, a nobody from an unknown blue planet..." 

Chapter 795 - Overseeing the Rising Stellar Peaks! I 

The Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter was bustling with activity as many powerful figures were moved here 

and there. 

From the Holy Emperor, Noah found out he would be heading to a region of the Expansive Dragon 

Cl.u.s.ter known as Rising Stellar Peaks, an area where the outline of three uniquely shaped Galaxies 

created the form of three stellar peaks! 

Within this region, he would be accompanied by Old Man Khan as this was the Entity assigned to protect 

this area. 

Through the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, numerous regions existed where enemies could enter through, 

and tight-nit defense and communication lines, as well as numerous sensing apparatuses were laid out 

to expand over thousands of light years as they monitored the boundary of the huge cl.u.s.ter of 

Galaxies that made up this Ancient Power. 

An Entity had to only protect a single Command Region, this being a location where the input and 

communications that covered thousands of light years would come through! If any enemies crossed a 

certain area, an Entity would know as it would only take him seconds to appear in that location and 

defend it. 

Old Man Khan and various other Entities connected to the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter were overseeing 

this role, with Noah joining the camp of Old Man Khan as he was the one Entity he had come in contact 

with before, and also a powerful one! Within days after meeting with the Holy Emperor, Noah was led 

by Anastasia herself along with Anna towards the so called Rising Stellar Peaks, a jolly Blue Slime and a 

curvaceous Tiamat following closely. 



They passed through the chaotic void as they went away from the draconic shaped Holy Land at the 

center of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter and went to the fringes of it, passing through a few Galaxies as 

Noah soon laid his awareness on the mystical Rising Stellar Peaks! 

Three Galaxies with their millions of stars formed into a far reaching peak that tore through the void of 

space! A very special environment was in front of Noah’s eyes in the periphery of these galaxies, he 

noticed how the chaotic void was littered with small figures of humans and dragonoids. 

Among these humans and Dragonoids, the unique figures of beasts of all shapes and sizes could be seen 

near them, the sight of millions of Animus Summons filling Noah’s eyes! 

Many of the summons were trained to Grand Completion as it seemed like miniature galaxies were 

constantly revolving around the chaotic void. The sheer sight made it seem like a profound sense of 

power enveloped them, Noah’s aura catching the essence of the calm looking Old Man Khan at the very 

forefront who had a Starry Tarragon Behemoth and three other gigantic Animus Summons floating a few 

meters away. 

The figures of Noah, Anna, and Anastasia were like streaks of light as they passed through the hundreds 

of thousands of experts floating in the chaotic void that made up the so called Defensive Line, going to 

the very center of it where Noah could now clearly see the figures of Old Man Khan and even the Holy 

Prince Rudolf himself who had a stern look at their arrival, Anastasia nodding towards them as the Entity 

that defended this region turned his eyes towards Noah. 

"Do you know why an Entity is selected to protect each region?" 

A question was thrown out the second they arrived as Noah merely shook his head while glancing at the 

vast chaotic expanse around them. The dreadfulness of the void that seemed endless paired with the 

millions of defenders of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter behind him was truly a sight to behold, the 

many rotating galaxies signifying grand completion bringing some ease to those nearby. 

"It’s because in wars against Ancient Powers, it is the Entities that are targeted first, being the first 

bastions in any attack as if they fall, everything falls." 

RUMBLE! 

"The opposing Ancient Power uses a variety of means to gather intelligence on which Entity is 

overseeing which region, making calculations on who to attack based on what they believe the strength 

of that Entity to be. You...were put in my region as I am the most powerful after the Holy Emperor, my 

presence here being known as this Rising Stellar Peaks would only be attacked at the latter stages of the 

war when the two sides are in the final battles." 

The words of the calm Old Man Khan rang in the minds of many as their hearts lifted, looking at this old 

man and his walking stick with shining eyes as his strength seemed to be boundless! 

"I see, I shall provide some more defenders to bolster the ranks." Noah nodded to the fearsome Entity 

as he moved forward from the cl.u.s.ter of beings on the defensive line, his hands producing a barely 

noticeable shimmering Galaxy that pulsed with light, spatial essence rising from it as multiple beings 

were teleported out! 

RAA! 



Thereafter, multiple figures were warped in- Barbatos, the Imperial Adjudicator, Kazuhiko, Elena, 

Athena, the Kraken...all the powerful beings from Noah’s Infinite Galaxy were making their appearance 

in the grander playing field for the first time! 

For all of them appearing...their levels were all in the Low Tier GALAXY Realm after spending the past 

few days in the Primal Holy Land and hunting down Animus Summons for their cores. 

Since they had no worries about achieving Grand Completion, rising through the stages with cores was 

relatively easy for them! 

Even Anna had finally stepped into Low Tier GALAXY after being power leveled with cores the past few 

days, her eyes filled with strength as she stood near Noah. 

A few others like the Imperial Phoenix had not been able to obtain enough GALAXY Cores as they 

remained in the QUASAR Realm so for the sake of safety, Noah told them they could not participate in a 

Grand scale war like this for the time being. 

"Haha, we can finally fight on the same battlefield!" 

Kazuhiko’s voice of boisterous as he looked towards Noah, his body shimmering with essence as he 

released three Animus Summons- 2 Rare and one Ultra Rare! 

Many eyes honed in on Kazuhiko and the other inhabitants of the Infinite Galaxy as at this moment it 

wasn’t just him- all the others had begun summoning wondrous summons that were a notch higher in 

quality compared to the geniuses of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, the sight in front of them beginning 

to be filled with Rare and Ultra Rare Summons! 

RUMBLE! 

Shock and envy was the only thing spreading out as Noah brought out his subordinates, each of them 

with their own unique Traits and summons as they would begin to become known from the coming 

battles! 

Chapter 796 - Overseeing the Rising Stellar Peaks! II 

Old Man Khan stared at the newly appearing beings as each of them held powerful and high-quality 

summons, being surprised yet again by this genius that was the cause of this war! 

While looking at this scene, Old Man Khan couldn’t help but speak out. 

"The aid you’ve called forth might not be able to experience much as the spies and the Aileron Forces 

monitoring which Entities preside over which regions already know about my presence here. The most 

we will be doing is hearing about the progress of the first clash in a far away region..." 

The gaze of Old Man Khan was deep as his eyes seemed to contain countless wisdom, Noah looking 

towards him with shining eyes as he thought about the words. 

Off to the side, the Emperor Penguin that had just entered the stage glanced at the Blue Slime claiming 

its position atop Noah’s head as its beak rose forward, speaking sharply as his arrogant voice rang out. 



"Hmph, why should we wait for them to attack, Master? Let’s just go and destroy their measly Ancient 

Power right now!" 

RUMBLE! 

The arrogant penguin’s words we met with odd glances as Noah only gave a light laugh while replying to 

Old Man Khan. 

"So they won’t attack this location because of you...but what if they were provoked to do so?" 

Dangerous words left Noah’s mouth as the eyelids of Old Man Khan fluttered, this aged Entity coming to 

attention as he asked in a slightly disbelieving tone. 

"You wouldn’t be thinking of..." 

RUMBLE! 

Before Old Man Khan even finished his words, Noah’s figure warped away as he appeared a mile in front 

of the defensive line where only the blank void could be seen, where seemingly no other soul was 

present! 

But Noah knew that out there somewhere, the spies and experts from the Primal Winged Expanse were 

monitoring this region where the Entity known as Old Man Khan resided. 

While thinking about the words that they would not be attacking this location until the latter stages of 

the war, Noah’s body began to shine a glorious l.u.s.ter as he went ahead to do something to change 

this! 

His vibrant manifested GALAXY rotated wildly on his c.h.e.s.t as he pumped immense amounts of mana 

into it, the surrounding void beginning to be light up as the exuberant amount of mana was only for the 

effect of being seen. 

THRUUUUM 

With a glimmering galaxy that had begun to shine in the surrounding miles as even those back in the 

defense line looked toward in shock, Noah’s domineering voice came out as he enhanced the mystical 

sound waves that defied science to travel as far as they could across the chaotic void. 

"The one who ripped apart the body of the cowardly Prince Kirigan and 19 other Aileron Sc.u.m...is 

currently here in the Rising Stellar Peaks!" 

OOOOOM! 

"I wonder if all other Ailerons are just as cowardly, or if they’ll use this opportunity to avenge their fallen 

Prince..." 

His words were extremely mocking at the end as even the defense line behind him felt anger rising in 

their hearts! 

But his words...would be most effective in raising the anger of the Ailerons from the Primal Winged 

Expanse as just a hundred miles away from Noah, a Peak Tier GALAXY Aileron surrounded by a dark 



smoke that molded with the surrounding chaotic void heard the words and saw this scene as he looked 

forward in shock. 

Within his hands, there was a shimmering gemstone that had the shape of a winged eye, this eye 

shining with a red light as it picked up the scene of Noah shining brightly with the light of a Manifested 

Galaxy while saying astounding words! 

This scene that was picked up by the gemstone that looked like an eye...traveled from the far location of 

the Rising Stellar Peaks as it was transmitted into an enormous Command Center within the Primal 

Winged Expanse that received numerous feeds like this from all the protected regions of the Expansive 

Dragon Cl.u.s.ter. 

The moment this feed arrived at the Command Center, it felt like a fire had been lit as the flames of 

anger erupted from the Aileron Generals listening to it! 

The scene was very quickly ascending through the ranks as it arrived in the abode of the Primal Emperor 

who was surrounded by powerful Entities. 

Wrath filled his eyes as he looked at the obvious provocation, the oppressive aura around the room he 

was in became even denser as one of the Entities around him spoke up. 

"Brother Primal, I know you were planning on sending me among the last forces in this war to fight 

alongside you..but let me be the one to go into the Rising Stellar Peaks region and face that Khan while 

taking down that arrogant creature." 

RUMBLE! 

The voice was cold and cruel, coming from a hooded Entity that was actually a human and not an 

Aileron Royal! 

If one recalls, this was the same Human Entity that stood nearest to the Primal Emperor when he 

declared war days ago- one that was actually treated with more respect than even the Aileron Entities! 

The Primal Emperor looked at this being as his eyes swirled with intense light. 

"Then I’ll have to bother you with leading some of our troops into this Rising Stellar Peaks region, 

Brother Vast." 

RUMBLE! 

A devilish smile spread out from the hooded human at these words as he nodded. 

"I’ll let them know the feeling of despair before ripping apart that so-called genius." 

...! 

Noah had released a provocation to bring the enemies right to them, and the provocation worked too 

well as the Primal Emperor sent out a human Entity he had on retainer, an Entity that titled himself 

’Vast’ for the sole reason of the Dao he studied- the Grand Dao of Vastness! 



Being on the most powerful Entities under the wings of the Primal Winged Expanse, this being studying 

a unique Grand Dao that made many other Entities not want to battle him...this being was going to lead 

millions of Aileron experts in the first clash of this war! 

Chapter 797 - A Glorious Clash! I 

The many experts on the defensive line watched in a stupor as Noah came back, the shimmering Galaxy 

on his body drawing in everyone’s gazes as the face of Old Man Khan twitched. 

Noah had a light smile as he said. 

"I think it’s better that we test the enemies out first, you know? Since Esteemed Old Man Khan is here, it 

shouldn’t be too much of a problem." 

"..." 

Many people didn’t even know how to reply as off to the side, Noah’s subordinates looked at each other 

with exasperated smiles! 

Yet at this time, the stern voice of Prince Rudolf rang out. 

"What if they do come? You and these Low Tier GALAXY beings you’ve summoned- how will you be able 

to help in the larger war against Peak Tier Experts and Entities?!" 

RUMBLE! 

His voice seemed to be berating a junior as Noah only turned towards him coldly! The situation turned 

pensive as Anastasia quickly came in to calm things down. 

"Alright alright. We’ll all naturally see soon enough the strength we can all display. We must work 

together for the coming war, we cannot be bickering amongst each other!" 

The veiled Anastasia drew in all the eyes as the experts of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter became 

serious, waiting pensively as they spread their senses out for the possibility that Noah’s provocation 

really did call for the first battle of this War to come to them. 

To their anguish, it really was so as in just an hour, numerous communications reached the Generals and 

Old Man Khan stationed at Rising Stellar Peak that told them of a large army moving across the chaotic 

void towards their location! 

"Haaaa..." 

An aged sigh escaped from Old Man Khan as he stared at the distant sight of Noah who was surrounded 

by his subordinates with their shimmering Animus Summons. Even as the war was approaching, Noah 

seemed to be talking to his people without worries as if no grave danger was coming! 

"Your wish came true..." 

RUMBLE! 



Summons of all shapes and sizes rumbled with energy as they became ready, Noah also turning his head 

a few hundred miles past the Rising Stellar Peaks region as his senses saw millions of winged beings 

litter the chaotic void! 

They were moving extremely fast as within just a few minutes, they covered the miles of distance as 

their figures appeared grandly to float opposite to them in the chaotic void. 

At the very forefront of these winged Ailerons was actually a human, his hood being lifted up as a 

devilishly handsome face with a cruel smile came to be! 

"It would be my honor to face the unbreaking Old Man of the Expansive Dragon cl.u.s.ter!" 

THRUUUM! 

His voice resounded out as the face of Old Man Khan changed, his hunched back becoming straighter as 

while he looked at this devilishly handsome human, he uttered but a single word. 

"Vast!" 

"Haha, yes! It is I, Vast!" 

With boisterous introduction, two Entities conversed in the middle of two armies, Noah looking at this 

enemy Entity curiously with Eyes of Truth. 

"I never thought the Primal Winged Expanse would pull in vile murderers to fight on their behalf. It 

seems they have truly fallen and weren’t worthy to be our allies!" 

RUMBLE! 

Shocking words were released as there seemed to be some hidden truth, Noah finding all of these out as 

he read the information of this Entity through Eyes of Truth! 

This being called Vast was an extremely eccentric Entity that was widely known 6,000 years ago. His 

eccentricities earning him the title of a criminal from all the surrounding Ancient Powers as he was 

known to appear randomly to challenge renowned Peak Tier Experts and Entities from the various 

powers, this challenge almost always ending in the death of his opponents! 

The reason for this was because this Entity had stumbled onto a Shattered Legacy of a Great Sage that 

earned him the techniques and talent to cultivate the Grand Dao of Vastness, a unique Dao that granted 

him powerful abilities. 

Vastness is related to a great deal of things- it is related to size, soul strength, essence, and even 

knowledge! 

The Entity Vast became renowned as one of the biggest things that other Entities feared when facing 

him was his vast knowledge and abilities that directly counteracted theirs, as well as his immense 

strength and mana reserves. 

Such was the being that had entered the stage in the Rising Stellar Peaks, a being that many feared in 

prolonged battles as he was an Entity who seemed to have vast strength, could grow to ridiculous sizes, 

and had a vast pool of mana to pull from to fight for hours! 



"..." 

They really brought an Entity that was considered astoundingly powerful because of a Grand Dao that 

gave him immense mana reserves amongst other things. 

"Haha, let’s go!" 

Noah laughed grandly in the face of this Entity as he bellowed out, his subordinates joining him as their 

Animus Summons rumbled with power! 

The Entity Vast glanced towards Noah with shining eyes as well, his vibrant voice spreading out. 

"You as well, little thing. The Primal Emperor wants me to bring back your head!" 

RUMBLE 

Vast made his purpose abundantly cleared as Old Man Khan and his Summons moved in front of Noah. 

His aged eyes were letting out resplendent light as he seemed like a sturdy mountain. 

While standing on his Starry Behemoth Tarragon, this Old Man’s voice resounded out strongly as it also 

riled up the defenders of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter! 

"A vile criminal like you will not be laying a hand on him. Holy Descendants, stand firm against this 

enemy and let your Dao lead the way!" 

"Let the Dao lead the way!" 

"Do not give the enemy even an inch to advance! Repel them!" 

RUMBLE! 

Old Man Khan’s voice had turned into the most powerful sound on the battlefield as on his word, the 

Holy Descendants of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter let their Animus Summons move forward. 

Meanwhile, Noah summoned the remaining animus summons from his origin as the Void Serpent, 

Colossal Helios Leviathan, Obsidian Panther, Calamity Bear, Three-Legged Fate Crow, and the Variant 

Oraculothorax grandly appeared! 

Each of the at the Middle Tier GALAXY stage, each of them with bodies thrumming with power from 

their ancient bloodlines! 

It was a magisterial sight to see as each of Noah’s pets bellowed towards the millions of Ailerons 

opposing them! 

Chapter 798 - A Glorious Clash! II 

From the side of the Aileron Army, a great deal of GALAXY experts filled the front of this army as 

multiple beings at the Peak and Middle Tiers were situated right behind the Entity Vast. 

Their eyes were honed in on the other GALAXY experts of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter as at this 

moment, powerful beings were given the order to set their sights on them as well! 



The beings were naturally Noah’s 6 Animus that were just summoned out, him giving them the 

commands to focus on taking down the GALAXY ranked Aileron experts who had understanding in the 

Dao of Withering so that he could collect Dao Crystals from them! 

He had changed the Affix of the Ruination Core to be [Slain enemies have a 10% chance to drop Dao 

Crystals based on the Dao they cultivate], and of course, this was applied to his pets as they were a 

source of his strength. This Affix was for the goal of farming Dao Crystals from the Ailerons as be would 

very quickly be able to produce Entities in a short period of time. 

OOOOOH! 

The bellow of the Colossal Helios Leviathan reverberated out as plasma beams already began to shoot 

from it while it barreled forward, the other summons staying around its enormous body as the black 

flash of light that was the Obsidian Panther melded into the chaotic void to act as the deadliest assassin! 

Noah watched as his pets went forward, his gaze turning to Tiamat who still had a nonchalant 

expression beside him. 

He smiled mischievously as he spoke out. 

"Let’s see the strength of the fearsome Queen Dowager that ruled countless regions in the past." 

"..." 

The gaze of Tiamat was silent as her eyes twinkled with light, the situation happening currently actually 

being favorable towards her. 

This was because she had been locked up in the Great Sage Aoin Tower this whole time while 

comprehending her Grand Dao of Destruction and was actually on the cusp of fully mastering it! 

But since she hadn’t been able to do what her Dao stood for, she couldn’t finish that last step! But now, 

she was being provided a battlefield where she could carry out destruction on a large scale...a battlefield 

for her to home her abilities and possibly approach the rank of an Entity! 

Dense red smoke erupted out as her body very quickly began to morph, a fearsome dragon’s cry that 

made all other dragons on the battlefield tremble ringing out as a magisterial scene played out on the 

Rising Stellar Peaks. 

It was the scene of the powerful Old Man Khan atop a Starry Behemoth Tarragon surrounded by 3 other 

Peak Tier GALAXY beasts going to match a wildly laughing Entity Vast who had actually begun ballooning 

up into an enormous figure! 

The Grand Dao of Vastness was utilized as the body of Vast became insurmountably large and powerful, 

very quickly causing the appearance of a 1000 meter tall human being in the stellar chaotic void, this 

single human being throwing out an enormous punch that eclipsed Old Man Khan and all of his 

summons. 

Yet in the middle of this scene, the roar of the Queen Dowager rang out as red smoke permeated, yet 

another figure at a shocking height of 1000 meters coming to be, and this one was terribly frightening to 

look at! 



Ten draconic heads each with their own shimmering magnificent colors, the scales beautifully glistening 

in the chaotic void as her manifested GALAXY brightened up the surrounding miles. 

ROAAAR! 

Glorious red-black wings spread out on its back, each of them causing the void to tremble as they 

seemed to be releasing billowing waves of destruction. 

Even the two Entities were brought to a halt as they stared at this newly appearing Ten headed dragon 

the same size as Entity Vast, while all the other summoned dragons on the battlefield felt their blood 

boiling and calling out towards this majestic being, their very origins screaming for them to bow towards 

it! 

This was the descent of the Dragon Queen, of the being that was the Progenitor of one of the 9 Supreme 

Bloodlines of the Animus Universe! 

An indistinct clone of himself teleported in as he turned into a flash of light towards Tiamat, sending his 

thoughts towards her as he cast the merging ability! 

"I’ll be becoming one with you for a bit." 

RUMBLE 

A dense wave of essence erupted out as the Queen Dowager felt a consciousness enter her, her strength 

beginning to rise rapidly after merging with her Master as she let out a loud snort. 

"Hmph, let’s just show some weaklings what it really means to be strong." 

Her domineering words were followed with her enormous figure moving its wings as the instant later, it 

bounded towards the Entity Vast and Old Man Khan as shockingly, this Peak Tier GALAXY Realm Animus 

Summon that wasn’t yet an Entity went forward to fight in a battle with Entities! 

On her way there, Noah cast [Incandescent Emperor] as the golden light of fate filled the dragon, a 

shimmering golden crown appearing atop each of its heads as a simply majestic scene came to be. 

This golden light was even further enhanced as the Sins of Pride, Envy, and Wrath were running at full 

speed- the oppressive air that Tiamat received only becoming grander! 

Noah then cast [Yggdrasil], [Death Scythe],[Life Seed], [Galactic Tree]...and numerous other skills that 

caused the burst of Fate, Life, and Death Essence to permeated and leak out wildly, the Queen Dowager 

becoming armored all around while a shimmering green seed appeared above the entire battlefield 

while showering down a green light. 

This wasn’t to forget the abilities of the upgraded Blood Lord skill tree that had evolved into the [Void 

Devouring Blood Terror], a skill tree that made Noah and any pet he merged with even more powerful in 

the chaotic void outside of Galaxies! 

There was the [Clone Enhancement] ability from the [Void Devouring Blood Terror] skill tree that 

allowed Noah’s clones to stupidly have 120% more power than even himself- thus why he had his clone 

merge with Tiamat. 



There was the [Void Clones] ability that made his clones a 50% damage reduction in the chaotic void! 

There was also [Ubreakable Void Body], [Void Displacement]...just too many damn skills that would go 

on to support this Queen Dowager! 

Noah was simply continuing to buff this Peak Tier GALAXY expert as much as he could as he wondered, 

just how many buffs would be enough to stand against an Entity while having not fully comprehended a 

Dao? 

This was because the simple action of comprehending a Dao was what made one an Entity after they 

entered the Peak Tier GALAXY Realm, where they could defeat any others who hadn’t done the same! 

But what if the opponent was a dreadful Queen Dowager that was the Progenitor of Dragons, a being 

who nearly completely comprehended the Grand Dao of Destruction and on top of this...was boosted by 

Noah’s ridiculous support skills that had percentage boosts in the thousands? 

The results...was something Noah couldn’t wait to see! 

The light of the Grand Dao of Destruction filled the entirety of Tiamat’s body, her enormous claw 

coagulation with it as it swiped towards the 1000 meter human Entity that was Vast! 

At this scene where both the Entity Vast and Old Man Khan looked in a stupor towards a non-Entity 

entering their fight, Noah reached above his head as he brought down the wiggling blue slime. 

"Hey little guy." 

He looked at this blue slime with a smile as a glorious and space-rending clash was about to take place 

from the claw of Tiamat filled with Destruction smashing into the fist of a genuine Entity. 

At this scene, Noah spoke words to the Blue Slime that would be extremely shocking and ridiculous to 

anyone that heard them, but he wanted to make it into a reality! 

"From this battle, what do you say about becoming an Entity?" 

A question that was said easily as if it could be achieved with no effort. 

A question that would shockingly be brought into reality not when the battle against the Ancient Powers 

was over, but just this battle at the Rising Stellar Peaks! 

Ah! 

Chapter 799 - Daring to Attack an Entity! 

BOOOOOOOM! 

Everything began with an explosion from a clash, a clash so horrendous and striking that the very void 

trembled. 

It was this strike that fully began the battle at the Rising Stellar Peaks as while Old Man Khan stalled in a 

stupor, Vast’s punch was met with a deadly claw filled with the light of destruction! 



The impact was horrendous, but it further reinforced the power of an Entity as a second later, the 

enormous claw of Tiamat trembled as muscle ruptures spread out wildly, even the nearly completed 

Dao of Destruction not being able to fully withstand the completely comprehended Dao of Vastness. 

Such was the strength of a Grand Controller of a Dao! 

The Entity Vast was shocked in the beginning, but the occurring scene reaffirmed his knowledge that an 

Entity’s power was inviolable, yet what should have been a deadly injury on the claw of the ten headed 

dragon began to heal so rapidly that before Tiamat was even pushed back fully- the ruptured muscles 

fully healed as she looked like she hadn’t just suffered an injury! 

"..." 

Silence reigned in the battlefield before all hell broke loose, the forces of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter 

bolstered as their draconic summons felt their blood pumping even faster, bellowing out towards the 

Aileron Army as they charged forward. 

OOOOOOH! 

Millions of beings in the Nebula, Black Hole, QUASAR, and the GALAXY Stages rumbled towards each 

other in a shockingly magisterial fashion as such a wondrous scene could not even be fully described in 

its entirety! 

In the midst of this, Entity Vast’s voice bellowed out in anger as his body became ever larger. 

"You dare attack an Entity as a mere Peak Tier?! Just wait for your death along with this Old Man!" 

THRUUUM! 

The bellows of Vast caused Old Man Khan to lead his four Summons forward as their bodies rumbled 

with power, yet Vast cast an ability to teach the Queen Dowager looking towards him arrogantly while 

ignoring Old Man Khan’s summons. 

[As Vast as the Stellar Seas, As Numerous as the Stars]. 

... 

RUUUUMBLE! 

The singular skill of an Entity was cast as the dark chaotic void brightened. 

Old Man Khan had a grave face as his body lit up, the Tarragon below him shining as its jaws opened, a 

horrendous Dragon’s Breath shooting out as it spread out to cover hundreds of meters. 

The other 3 draconic animus summons under Old Man Khan also lit up with essence as multicolored 

destructive essence coagulated together to rush towards the Entity Vast! 

Such destructive stellar cl.u.s.ters swirled over his skin as his thrust out fist pierced the Dragon’s Breath 

from Old Man Khan’s Tarragon, slowing down as they were nearly brought to a halt by the attacks of the 

other 3 Animus Summons. 



Yet it wasn’t stopped fully as some strength still remained while heading towards the ferocious Queen 

Dowager! 

At this scene, the 10 pairs of eyes on each of the dragon heads shone with a resplendent l.u.s.ter as the 

Queen Dowager domineeringly called out. 

||Wrath of the Dragon Queen||. 

The voice was melodious and light as it rang in the ears of all those in the surroundings, feeling their 

very origins tremble as the manifested GALAXY on the c.h.e.s.t of Tiamat shone with immense l.u.s.ter. 

An instant later, a unique oppressive pressure that was new to all those who felt it descended down 

spectacularly as above the enormous figure of the two Entities, the starlight coalesced as it formed the 

phantom figures of four majestic ten headed dragons gathered in a circular location, each of them 

looking down coldly towards the fist of Vast heading towards the realm Tiamat! 

Its strength had been reduced by the attacks of Old Man Khan’s summons as the stars, black holes, and 

Quasars rotating on it were much fewer, but it was still powerful as it would obliterate any none Entity it 

was directed to! 

Towards such a strike, the four illusory forms of Tiamat and the real Tiamat herself all opened their 

terrifying jaws from the numerous heads, pillars of scorching multicolored flames of plasma coming out 

from 50 Draconic Heads as they rumbled towards not just Vast’s terrifying fist, but also going on to 

blanket his entire body! 

The dreadful pillars of multicolored flames of plasma tore apart the chaotic void as the darkness was 

pushed away to light up the surroundings. 

Such a majestic sight was the ||Wrath of the Dragon Queen||! 

BOOOOOOOM....CRACK! 

A horrendous impact erupted as space quaked and shattered. The entire body of Vast being covered by 

the Pillars of Flames filled with destruction! 

His fist was brought to a stop as the innumerable stars black holes, and Quasars were wiped away as it 

never reached the c.h.e.s.t of the real Tiamat. 

Her 4 illusory forms faded as Old Man Khan’s initiated attacks from his summons reached Vast at the 

same time, his body being pushed back from the attacks of 4 Peak Tier GALAXY Summons! 

"..." 

Shock was present not just in the eyes of Old Man Khan, but all the GALAXY experts on the battlefield as 

they watched a non-Entity release a powerful enough attack to hold back a genuine Entity. 

Such a thing was not possible! 

You could not just skip just a tremendous barrier like that with ease! So the question that entered their 

minds was what exactly was this terrifying ten headed dragon? 

Chapter 800 - An Innocent Assassin! 



THRUUUM! 

Near the Rising Stellar Peaks, the essence of Vastness rumbled out as the conflagration of scorching 

flames on the body of the Entity Vast were wiped away, the eyes of many beings trembling as they saw 

signs of burn marks on the body that were trying to heal rapidly! 

The expression of Vast was wild as he looked with murderous eyes towards the Queen Dowager, and 

then to the figure of Noah far in the distance who was simply floating while holding on to a wiggling 

innocent slime. 

Vast bellowed out at this scene as his body became ever larger, the essence of Vastness continuing to 

permeate out! 

"If I do not rip apart a vile creature like you today, then Vast is not my name!" 

RUMBLE! 

His words came with an explosion of essence as he moved towards Old Man Khan and Tiamat, 

condensed stars, suns, black holes, and Quasars continuing to revolve around him as they flew out with 

every single strike. 

This was the Entity vast on the move! 

Meanwhile, Noah's eyes were shining vibrantly as within his hands, the wiggling figure of the Blue Slime 

had inadvertently disappeared and was nowhere to be seen. 

Not many people noticed this nor paid attention to it, even all the beings on the battlefield and even 

those watching the real time feed of this battle at far away locations taken and recorded by experts 

simply there to gather information by watching- neither of them paid any heed to the disappeared slime 

as they only kept in check Noah who floated in the skies with his hands clasped behind his back! 

He seemed to be like a grand general overseeing the battlefield as his pets rushed in based on his 

orders, doing everything on his behalf. 

And his pets…were truly doing their job to perfection as the Aileron Army found themselves as the 

targets of the horrendous attacks from his terrific summons! 

The Void Serpent had its jaws wide open as Low Tier GALAXY experts would be swallowed in a single 

gulp, the Calamity Bear looking down domineering as he released Hugs of Death all around. 

A deadly beam of soul damaging light continued to shoot out of the Variant Oculothorax as all those it 

hit had their souls shattered, the arrogant Three-Legged Fate Crow burning everything around her with 

scorching golden flames! 

Anywhere that Noah's summons went...the Aileron army would collapse as the even more fearsome 

Colossal Helios Leviathan was acting as a battering ram that tore apart the support lines of the Aileron 

Army. 

Its huge body simply burst through with pure force before deadly beams of plasma shot from its mouth! 



The many defenders from the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter watched this scene with rising fervor, seeing 

the battle being titled to their side just from these forces alone as they rushed forth with even more 

vigor. 

OOOOOH! 

Bellows and yells could be heard throughout as in another location, Noah's subordinates were running 

wild atop their pets. 

RAA! RAA! 

The cry of the Emperor penguin could be heard with clarity as the resplendent tusks of his Mythical 

Frostbourne Mammoth pierced into the enemy lines, his body shining gold with the sin of Pride as his 

flippers released spatial waves every second. 

Kazuhiko could be seen not too far away riding a Flaming Golden Lion as his sword released dense sword 

lights, Athena standing behind all him and many of the other fighters from the Infinite Galaxy as her 

summon, the Six Winged Ancient- released a beautiful green light that healed anyone injured! 

It was a grand sight as something that made the hearts of many grow cold was also spreading out. It was 

the eerie sight of an Undead Legion made of Abyssal Undead crossing through the chaotic void and 

ripping apart anything they came across as a white light from a Holy Millennium Phoenix washed over 

them, these undead relentlessly chasing their enemies until they also turned them into nothing but 

bones! 

Barbatos could be seen atop the Holy Millenium Phoenix as her face held a devilish look, obviously 

enjoying the scene of carnage in front of her as she laughed out wildly. 

OOOOOH! 

The Generals of the Aileron Army bellowed out commands as they moved themselves, the resplendent 

pairs of wings on their bodies paired up with the red-black essence of the Dao of Withering giving them 

a mystical look in the darkness of the chaotic void! 

In another area, an exasperated Middle Tier GALAXY Aileron Royal was dodging attacks left and right as 

a curvaceous looking Elena was accompanied by an Animus Summon dripping with blood at every step. 

The summon was known as the Blood-Spiked Behemoth as it only granted a being with a Pure Vampyric 

bloodline more power. 

Prince Cassius was accompanying his Aunt for safety nearby as his devilish silver hair danced in the 

chaotic void, a sword as thin as a thread weaving in his hands as it severed the head of a Low Tier 

GALAXY Aileron! 

The fights were truly hectic and numerous as one could take multiple chapters to go through each of 

them, but the overall theme was the same- the beings from the Infinite Galaxy could finally fight on the 

same stage as Noah, and each of them were using their Traits, abilities, and summons to extreme 

efficiency as they seemed like battle hardened killing machines while moving through the chaotic void. 

The audience of this fight from both sides were watching in a stupor as they saw this didn't seem like 

the normal fights! 



On the side of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, the Holy Emperor was ready to send another Entity as 

support to make sure Noah's life would not be in danger, yet he erased this thought when he saw that 

the Peak Tier GALAXY pet of his alone was able to at least withstand strikes from Vast. 

But as he watched the illusory screen that showed the images of the battle at Rising Stellar Peaks, he 

couldn't help but also hone his eyes on the beings that Noah teleported into the battlefield. 

These beings seemed to be enjoying themselves in the middle of this war as they would occasionally 

grab glistening lights from the enemies they defeated, smiles apparent from their faces as everything 

seemed like a game to them! 

Some even looked competitive as they stood against each other to see how many kills they could get in 

the time they had! 

"This…" 

Such a sight left the Holy Emperor without words as he remembered Noah's words. 

'I alone...with more than an Ancient Power!' 

The words of the arrogant genius appeared in his mind as the Holy Emperor pensively thought… 

'Is it actually true…?' 

But his question would not be answered now as on the battlefield, something astounding was about to 

happen! 

As the Entity Vast was facing the ferocious attacks of Old Man Khan and his Summons along with the 

wrath of the prideful Queen Dowager. 

In the midst of this battle with 2 Entities and a Peak Tier GALAXY Tiamat merged with Noah and backed 

by a great deal of support skills, a being had approached silently as its aura and even shape could barely 

be discerned! 

Being blue and jelly like, an innocent slime had traversed the chaotic void as it now actually stood right 

below the Entity Vast, its eyes that should have been innocent now tightly nit with ferocity as at this 

moment, a horrendous aura more powerful than even Tiamat erupted from this hidden Blue Slime! 

What followed after...was simply frightening to look at! 

 


